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Purpose: To report a case of peripheral elevated lesions mimicking retinal detachment

which were ultimately ascertained to be giant pars plana cysts through ophthalmoscopy with

scleral depression.

Methods: This was a case report documented with ophthalmoscopy and Optos imaging.

Results: Patient initially referred for assessment of bilateral retinal detachment was found by

careful ophthalmoscopy with scleral depression to have bilateral giant pars plana cysts with

no frank retinal breaks.

Conclusion: Large pars plana cysts may mimic retinal detachment or other peripheral

retinal pathology. The lesions in question were found to originate from the pars plana and

overhang the retina. No frank retinal breaks or associated rhegmatogenous retinal detach-

ments were noted in either eye. Ophthalmoscopy with a complete scleral depressed exam

allowed for the differentiation.
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Introduction
Peripheral retinal pathology picked up on routine exam can be concerning – tumors,

retinal detachment, and congenital lesions that have implications for systemic

health may be identified. Careful ophthalmoscopy with scleral depression can

help differentiate between retinal pathology of concern and more benign retinal

changes, such as pars plana cysts (PPC). It is of utmost importance that pars plana

cysts are differentiated from retinal detachments (RD), as the latter almost always

require prompt treatment. We encountered a very rare case of giant PPC mimicking

RD and report the case here to add to your list of unusual peripheral retina

disorders.

Case Report
A 32-year-old Caucasian male presented with a history of abnormal retinal findings.

Upon routine optometric exam, the patient was noted to have temporal elevated retinal

tissue suspicious for rhegmatogenous RD in both eyes andwas subsequently referred to

a retina specialist for further evaluation. The patient was asymptomatic, denying any

flashes, floaters, loss of peripheral vision, or distortion. Best corrected visual acuity was

20/20 in the right eye and 20/20 -1 in the left eye. The patient presented with full

confrontational visual fields in both eyes. His intraocular pressures were 16 mmHg and

17 mmHg, respectively. He denies any family history of RD. Upon exam with scleral

depression, there were irregularly elevated mass-like lesions in both eyes that were
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localized to the pars plana. The cyst extended from the clock

hours of 8:30ʹ to 9:30ʹ in the right eye and 2:30ʹ to 3:30ʹ in the

left eye with no associated rhegmatogenous RD in either eye.

There were some pigmentary changes noted posterior to the

ora serrata but the lesions themselves originated in the pars

plana/pars plicata region and overhung the ora serrata. The

left eye had an apparent area of schisis within the cyst but the

lesion was indeed overhanging, and not a part of, the retina.

Their location, elevation, and fluid-filled appearance were

consistent with PPC and not RD. Furthermore, the lesion had

a somewhat irregular border whereas schisis typically has

a smooth border. Given the presence of pigmentation that

was noted on the posterior side of the ora serrata traction was

suspected as a possible factor for causing these large, cystic

changes as well as the pigmentation. Indeed, the patient was

referred with a diagnosis of rhegmatogenous RD. The diag-

nostic key was a complete scleral depressed exam.Wide field

fundus photography was performed in both eyes to document

the cysts (Figures 1 and 2), however, we were unable to

image the entire lesions or even the pars plana clearly with

our imaging systems. No frank retinal breaks were appre-

ciated and no treatment was required. The fluid did not

extend across the ora serrata in either eye so only observation

was advised.

Discussion
Pars plana cysts form when epithelial cell layers separate

either between the non-pigmented ciliary epithelium and

pigmented epithelium, or within the non-pigmented epithe-

lium itself. These bullous elevations are localized to the pars

plana and are clear and smooth, typically presenting in the

shape of oblong cysts. PPC have been found most com-

monly to conform to a single oral bay, ranging from 0.25

to 2.5 disc diameters in size.1 Larger cysts have been noted

to extend from the ora serrata to the ciliary processes, with

some noted to span across several oral bays,2 often the result

of multiple neighboring cysts becoming confluent. Per

a study conducted by Allen et al,2 PPC have a tendency to

be smaller and more numerous when located posteriorly

versus larger and scanty when located anteriorly.

One of the first reported cases of PPC was by Kuhnt in

1881, where he describes such cysts as being found typically

in senile eyes and accompanied by other common changes in

the aging eye.2,3 In a study by Okun et al4 of 494 autopsy eyes

from 250 autopsies, PPC were one of the more common

retinal pathologies, being observed in 16% of autopsies.

Further studies have shown that PPC are found in up to 18%

of the normal population.5 No patients under the age of 40

were found to have PPC, concurring with Kuhnt’s observation

that cysts of this type were an age-related change.

Previous research has made an association between

other abnormalities of the peripheral retina (e.g., reti-

noschisis, retinal dialysis, and cystoid degeneration) and

PPC. PPC tend to be larger and more numerous in areas

where retinoschisis is adjacently present.2,6-8 Moreover,

studies have shown PPC to be filled with hyaluronic

acid, which is the same substance found in the cystoid
Figure 1 Fundus image of the right eye showing pars plana cyst temporally from

8:30ʹ to 9:30ʹ.

Figure 2 Fundus image of the left eye showing pars plana cyst temporally from

2:30ʹ to 3:30ʹ.
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spaces and schisis of the peripheral retina,8 further sug-

gesting a relation. On exam, PPC can be difficult to differ-

entiate from other peripheral retinal pathology, namely

schisis and RD, as they have qualities similar to each

other. PPC classically present as translucid bullous eleva-

tions localized to the pars plana. Schisis has a distinct,

smooth border and appears immobile. Schisis can also

have visible blood vessels on the inner retinal layer that

may appear white.9 There are also distinct factors which

differentiate PPC from RD. On exam, retinal detachments,

if not rhegmatogenous, are associated with retinal breaks

and can appear to have a wrinkled surface that is mobile

and can change shape with or without scleral depression.

Due to their location in the extreme fundus periphery,

methods of examination typically include indirect ophthal-

moscopy with scleral depression. Through experimenta-

tion on both patients and enucleated eyes, Schepens

et al10 found that indirect ophthalmoscopy was superior

to direct ophthalmoscopy when examining the extreme

fundus periphery. Ultrasound biomicroscopy can also be

performed for a more detailed study.

Pars plana cysts are not typically considered a precursor

for RD, and the literature is currently too limited to define

a significant relationship between pars plana cysts and their

frequency and severity in eyes with RD. In incidences

where RD and PPC are present in the same eye, there are

typically significant pathological findings, namely traction,

in the region of the ora serrata.6 Schepens et al10 have

alluded to PPC as being analogous to RD of the visual

retina; however, PPC are distinguishable in that they are

not commonly associated with retinal holes, they are com-

monly seen in groups, and they increase in number and size

with age.2

Pars plana cysts are a common peripheral retinal

pathology that do not raise much clinical concern. They

do not affect the central vision and observation alone is

typically recommended.

Conclusion
Pars plana cysts are something to be considered when

peripheral retinal elevation is noted on routine exam.

They must be distinguished from other peripheral fundus

abnormalities such as retinal detachment or retinoschisis,

as the treatment plans for each can vary widely. This

distinction is most effectively done by careful ophthalmo-

scopy with scleral depression. In the aforementioned case,

scleral depression revealed the origin of the cysts to be

from the pars plana with the cysts themselves overhanging

the ora serrata as opposed to extending past it. On clinical

exam, PPC are translucent, smooth, oval-shaped cysts

localized to the pars plana. While schisis also appears

translucent and smooth it can present anywhere on the

fundus. During scleral depression, schisis remains taut

and can be differentiated from retinal detachments, which

display more surface wrinkling and mobility with scleral

depression. PPC themselves are innocuous and observa-

tion alone is often recommended to ensure there is no

extension of the fluid into the visual retina.
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